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1.

Introduction

Final degree project on the University CARLOS III of Madrid, supervised by Dr. Albert
Banchs, department of telematics. Graduation of Technical Engineer of
Telecommunications Specialized on Image and Sound. Subject-matter is the data storage
from PLC.
A Programmable Logic Controller (PLC) is a computer that is specially designed for
precess controlling.
For example cooling down the temperature in a room is a process. Keeping this
temperature constant at a desired temperature (e.g. -18°C) over time is a process control.
The temperature is the controlled variable and the input variable at the same time. The
value of this variable decides wether to cool down or not.
There are some industrial processes where a small variation of the process parameters
can have as consequence that the final product will be deficient. Easy to imagine in
processes of the automobile industry. In other sectors like the petrochemical sector a
process can be the mixture of some highly explosive substances that only can be mingled
at a certain temperature. In that case if a process goes out of balance it would endanger
human lives. Therefor the human supervising of processes is important and necessary.
The result of this project is the implementation of a program that is capable to receive data
which are transmitted by a Programmable Logic Controller (PLC) and to store them on a
remote accessible network router. This will simplify enormously the remote supervising of
a PLC controlled processes.
Step by step we go through the development of this application were I am starting telling
my own experiences with the programming of PLC devices and controlling industrial
processes. We will also review the basic components of process controlling that are in use
in this sector and some details of all the equipment and their architectures that surrounds
this project. The program I developed is explained in detail and also the different functions
and the way how I solved several problems. Finally some testing results and conclusions
of my work will be exposed.
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2.

State of the art

2.1. My experience with industrial process controlling
During the year 2008 I worked for the Dutch Company Colibri-Bv. The company, founded
in 1991, is one of the world leaders engineering dedicated to the development,
construction and implementation of absorption refrigeration plants. I was contracted as
Trainee Programmer doing the programs for PLCʼs and user interfaces for the control of
the installations.
First we will see a short introduction of the kind of absorption plants the company ColibriBV is manufacturing:
The „Colibri -Absorption -Plant“ is a refrigeration machine for low temperature cooling,
down to -60 °C. The capacity of those cooling machines goes from 150 kW up to some
MW of refrigeration capacity. To compare: A common freezer for home utility has a
refrigeration capacity of 50-100 W.
But the particular feature of that kind of absorption plant is not the capacity neither the low
temperature range, that kind of cooling machine uses THERMAL ENERGY for cold
production. So the „Colibri -Absorption -Plant“ uses a heat source to produce cold. The
effect is that the electrical power consumption of those plants is very low and it is possible
combining this absorption plant with a cogeneration plant which are introduced in many
industrial sectors for the simultaneous production of electricity and process heat, this heat
can be used to satisfy a large cooling demand.
All „Colibri -Absorption -Plantʻs“ uses ammonia as refrigerant and water as an absorbent.
All these plants are adjusted to the different needs of the users, so in every plant the
process parameters are a little bit different and has to be adjusted and controlled by a
particular controlling application. Therefor a PLC is used. Normally one of the those
manufactures: Siemens or Saia-Burgess. Both manufactures has CPU,s or Main-Stations
where you are free to upgrade the in- and outputs like your needs require.
During the work in Colibri I was only involved in projects where a Siemens S7 PLC and the
last generation of Saia-Burgess PLC was used. Especially I profound in the use of the
Saia-Burgess PLC.
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2.2. Programmable Logic Controller (PLC)
A PLC (Programmable Logic Controller) is a digital computer used for automation of all
kind of electromechanical processes. Electromechanics is the science where
electromagnetism is used to control mechanical motion.
The main component are:
• The CPU with a specific cycle of actualizing like in all common digital computers.
• The Firmware that is in charge of all kernel actions.
• The user program, it defines how the outputs switches in dependency of the inputs
or the control interface.
• Different communication interfaces like PCI, MPI, Ethernet and others.
• The in- and outputs. Normally they are divided in external cards of analogues and
digital inputs and outputs. The analogues cards are used to read or generate the
current or voltage of an electrical signal. In case of an analogues input this signal
is generated for example by temperature or pressure transmitters to measure
temperature and pressure. In case of the output the generated signal is used for
example to control the aperture of valve. Mostly pneumatic valves are used,
pneumatic means that pressurized gas is used to effect mechanical motion. This
way the electromagnetic field of a small electrical signal can be used to apply a lot
of force. The digital signals are used among others to switch on engines, control
minimum or maximum values or to generate alarms.
Often it is very difficult to choose the right PLC for a certain application. Most PLC are
using standards for programming language and communication interface, but the way of
how each PLC is configured and programed is variating a lot. Normally a special software
bound to license and payments is required. It is not like a PC where the user install an
operating system and than he is free to add programs and applications. This fact is
conducting some companies to the point that they only uses PLCs from the manufacturer
they are familiar with, whereas often exist a better and cheaper solution for their PLC
applications. Certainly this is the main reason why Siemens, that is one pioneer in the PLC
development, has the biggest marked share in this sector during the last decades.
The arise from Siemens market leadership is, that some PLC fabricators like for example
Saia-Burgess advertises with PLC devices that can be configured and programmed with
the same software as a Siemens PLC. That way other companies places cheaper
alternatives to a Siemens PLC for users that are used to handle with this PLC models.
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2.3. The Human-Machine-Interface (HMI)
The HMI is the visualization of the process. In it all process parameters are displayed and
the regulation adjustments can be done. The operator can stop and start the process and
interfere if something is going wrong. This visual interface is normally running on different
screen panels or PCʻs. The software that is necessary to create this visual interfaces is
normally commercialized by the same companies that sells the PLCʻs. For example
Siemens developed the software WinCC that is an editor and visualization platform for
their PLCʻs. The license for these softwares use to be very expensive and as more
visualization terminals are necessary more license are required.
The swiss company Saia-Burgess developed another concept that is quite cheaper and
carries some advantages towards the Siemens software. Most of the Saia-Burgess PLCʻs
have an integrated Web Server with the Java Virtual Machine. The HMI is stored directly
on the PLC in form of Java Applets and the Web Server supplies the access to them. This
way it is possible to get the access to the visualization by a common web browser. It needs
a bit more know-how to create and install this kind of HMI but no license are required any
more.
The different between both HMI implementations is that the first one is running on the
visualization device, a PC or a panel, so each device needs a license and a copy of the
HMI program. The second way is running only one HMI program and all devices that want
to visualize it can access to it by a web browser. In this case only one license is necessary
with no limit of visualization devices. If the HMI is modified directly all connected members
will get the modified version.
The next picture is a screen shot of such a HMI that is based on Java Applets. It is the
control interface for a Colibri -Absorption -Plant that was commissioned in summer 2009.
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2.4. The Remote Access
The possibility of a remote access to a HMI is a big advantage, it permits maintenance and
professional assistance over big distance. Mainly there are two different ways of remote
access, the unidirectional connection and the bidirectional connection.
The first one shows the HMI on real time but without the possibility to interfere in the
process. Normally this kind of remote access is provided in case that the HMI is a software
that requires a special license and that is running on a PC or a touch-panel. The
bidirectional remote connection permits a remote interaction with the HMI. It makes it
possible to control an electromechanical process controlled by PLC in real time over a big
distance.
Today there are two common ways to provide a remote connection. Over telephone link
using a modem, this is a point to point connection from one modem to the other and its
advantage is that it is quite safe. The disadvantages are the limited bandwidth, it is a very
slow connection, during the connection the phone line is occupied and there is always a
special modem required to open the remote connection. The other way is a remote
connection over internet. The advantages are that it is possible to open several
connections simultaneously, internet can propose a bigger bandwidth so more data can be
transferred with less delay and there is no special device needed. The other aspect of
remote connection over internet is the security. It is necessary to protect the PLC Station
that is connected to the internet against all kind of attacks.
At the point 2.3. a PLC with integrated web server was mentioned, it is easy to imagine
that with such a PLC it would be very easy to open a remote connection. Actually it is
possible to integrate this kind of PLC directly in a network by assigning it an appropriated
IP address. So it is also possible to connect this PLC directly to the internet providing a
remote connection from the world wide web. But doing this wouldnʻt be very wise, today
nearly every PC that has a connection to the internet is protected behind a firewall and
nevertheless the PC is not 100% safe against viruses or other attacks from the internet.
And in fact a HMI application that controls a industrial process can be a real target for
hacks from the internet. To solve this problem the german company Eurogard developed a
router that is specially designed to provide a protected remote connection for PLCʻs with
integrated web server. This router establishes a firewall between the internet and the PLC
network, authorizing only authenticated secure connections .
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2.5. Trending of historic data on a PLC
There is no dispute over the importance of the recording or trending of historic process
data in a complex machine controlled process. The way how this trending can be done
depends firstly on the PLC that is deployed and on the HMI that is used. There are two
possibilities how to make a trending of the process data. One is that the trending is made
directly on the PLC. It means that the configuration of the trending has to be done in the
PLC user program and the data has to be stored on the PLC memory. The disadvantages
are: normally a PLC has not so much memory space to store a lot of data, it is not so easy
to reach the data and finally only a programmer that is familiar with the programing of the
used PLC device can modify the trending parameters.
The more common way is to make the trending on the HMI variables. In case that the HMI
is running on a PC it is normally quite simple to make a point of intersection between the
HMI and a trending software yet they are running on the same platform. Actually the HMI
softwares that are running on PCʻs or panels are normally equipped with a trending
application.
In the case of a PLC with integrated web server the HMI is running on this web server, it
would be consequential to make the trending also on the web server so that the data will
be accessible to everyone that has the authorization for it, from remote or local. The point
is that also a PLC with integrated web server has a very small capacity of memory. In fact
the PLC models with web server of the manufacture Saia-Burgess are equipped with a
flash memory of only 2-4 MB what is not enough for a consistent trending of historical
process data.

2.6. Storing the trend data on a router
At the point 2.4. a network router is mentioned that is specially designed to integrate a
PLC in a network with internet access. This router has a flash memory of 4 GB what is
enough space to allocate historic trend data of a large period. According to my knowledge
there doesnʻt exist an application capable to receive historic process data from a PLC with
integrated web server and store them on a low cost device like a network router.
During the next pages we will go through the different architectures of the different devices
that are surrounding this project and take a closer look to the network protocols that are
required.
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3.

Architecture and Interfaces

In this part we will see the PLC model and the router that is used for this work. Also we will
see how the interfaces that supports the data transfer between those devices can be
implemented.
The PLC that is used in this work is a PCD3.M5540 from Saia-Burgess. The reason why
this model is chosen is on one hand that this PLC can be programed with the Siemens
Simatic Manager what is the configuration and programing interface for the Siemens PLC.
The use of this interface and the programing language is well known to most people that
are working with PLC what is also true in my case. On the other hand this PLC is quite
cheaper and at the same time more open to be customized to the users will what simplifies
a lot the work with an application that interfere with the inner system of the PLC.
Concerning the router, the company Eurogard that is building routers and modems for
industrial applications and in most case with the objective to provide remote access to
PLC, offered me their support for this project, supplying me the hardware components, the
PLC and the Eurogard ServiceRouter, and by giving me technical advices during the
development of the trending application.
The following picture marks the data transfer between the different interfaces of the router
and the PLC:

On the left side we have the industrial process that interacts with the PLC device basing
on electrical signals. The PLC convert those electrical signals in bytes and bits and load
them into to the memory so that they can interact with the user program.
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On the PLC we have three levels of software, the lowest is the Firmware. This level is fixed
so no configuration can or have to be done here. The second level allocates two areas, the
user program and the web server. The user program is the instruction list of how incoming
and outgoing signals are switched. The web server is the platform that connects the
ethernet communication interface with the user program and sets the remote access to the
incoming and outgoing signals of the controlled process. It also provides the entry to the
highest level, the file system of the PLC. Therefor the web server implements two
protocols that are using theTCP/IP communication layer. The HTTP and FTP protocol. The
FTP protocol is the doorway to the filesystem and permits the download and upload of
files. The HTTP protocol can give the access to the applets to visualize the HMI that is
also stored on the third level or give the remote order to exercise some programs that are
part of the firmware. This programs take directly actions on the control signals of the PLC,
the way how to reach those programs is implementing the Common Gateway Interface
(CGI).
In this manner a program running on the router, the Data-Logger, can access to the
process data on the PLC and store them on the routers hard disc.
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3.1. Architecture and configuration of the used PLC
The PCD3.M5540 PLC is equipped with the Coldfire processor CF5272. It can be
expanded with 1023 inputs/outputs and provides a memory capacity up to 1024 Kbyts
memory on board plus optional flash modules. It offers a powerful controller platform for
multiprocessor operation and data recording , date management and data transfer.
The PCD3.M5540 has four times the number of registers and up to 5 interfaces built into the
base unit. With add-on modules 8 additional serial ports can be achieved. The operating
system supports different protocols, naturally Saia® S-Bus and field busses, such as Profibus
and Ethernet TCP/IP.
The Profibus layer 2 (FDL) based Saia® private control network Profi-S-Net includes special
features, as multiprotocol operation (e.g. DP, MPI and HTTP), multimaster communication, the
transmission of plugins (active slaves) and web access.

Block diagram of the PCD3.M5540 PLC:

Now we will go through the main steps of the configuration of a PCD3.M5540, like we
already know the PCD3.M5540 can be configured and programed with the Siemens
Simatic Manager.
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The first step is to configure the Hardware of the PLC. The Simatic Manager needs to
know the type of PLC and the number of central in- and output units, the Hardware
Manager of Simatic is also in charge of assigning an IP address to the PLC. It is necessary
to generate an additional hardware-configuration-source with an application of SaiaBurgess, the I/O Builder and import it into the HW-Configuration in the Simatic Manager.
After this it is possible to program the Saia-Burgess PLC with the Siemens Simatic
Manager the same way like a Siemens PLC.
The Siemens Simatic Manager uses the programming software Sept 7 that permits three
different PLC programming languishes: AWL, FUB and KOP. All three are conform to the
european norm EN 61131 that is basing on the international norm ICE 61131. This norm
concerns with the fundamentals of programable logical controllers (PLC).
FUB is a Function Block Diagram (FBD). On the left side are the inputs, in this case the
input bits E0.0, E0.1 and E0.2, and on the right side the output bits A0.0 and A0.1. The fist
block represents an OR operator and the second block an AND operator. The little circle
before the second bit assignation is a negation.

KOP is a deduction of electronic Ladder Diagram that is 90° rotated.

AWL is an instruction list comparable with an assembler.
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3.2. Architecture and specification of the used router
The Eurogard ServiceRouter is equipped with a 32-bit RISC-Processor with 260 MHz. The
firmware is based on an Embedded Linux kernel. The memory is a 256 MB Flash-Disck
upgradeable to 4 GB. One WAN and four switched LAN ports each Ethernet 10/100
Mbits/s sets the ethernet interfaces. The USB interface can be use for example for a
modem, an USB-Disc, or a WEB-Cam. An internal miniPCI-Slot provides an optional 54
Mbit WLAN. Finally the required power-supply is 12-30 VDC and 12,5 Watt source.
There are two ways to open a remote connection to a PLC using the ServiceRouter.
Implementing the Transport Layer Security (TLS) or its predecessor, Secure Sockets Layer
(SSL). Both are cryptographic protocols that provides security for network communications
and propose a password authentication option. Over SSL the user will be redirected to the
web server of the PLC and can launch the HMI on a common web browser. This way the
user can observer and interfere in the process control.
The other way is over a Virtual Private Network (VPN). An OpenVPN software is using a
tunnel technology to connect to different and maybe incompatible networks trough the
internet. In other words a VPN Tunnel is an emulation of a private network such as LAN.
So all involved members of this local network will believe that the one through the tunnel is
also member of the local network. Beside the access to the HMI this opens the possibility
to connect to the PLC over industrial ethernet using the Simatic Manager and reprogram
the PLC user program. Also it is possible to connect over FTP to the web server and
modify the HMI.
Block diagram of ServiceRouters architecture.
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3.3. The CGI Protocol
The Common Gateway Interface (CGI) is a standard for real-time interfacing external
application with information servers such as HTTP or Web Servers. In other words it
allows running an application on an external platform. This applications are in form of cgiscripts programed in PERL, Fortran, C, etc located in the /cgi-bin/ directory. So a CGIrequest is formed by the path of the internet or intranet direction for example the IP
direction of a Server and the CGI-folder „cgi-bin“ and the name of the executed file. For
example: http://192.168.1.155/cgi-bin/writeVal.exe. If this command is followed by a “?“
and a parameter such as the directory of a PLC process value this data will be transmitted
permanently.
For example: http://192.168.1.155/cgi-bin/writeVal.exe?PDP,,DB100.DBX20.7,b=1 execute
a file „writeVal.exe“ on the server with the IP direction 192.168.1.155 that is located in the
common CGI folder „cgi-bin“ and it transmit permanently the parameters
„PDP,,DB100.DBX20.7=1“ what means: write the binary 1 (b=1) to the Process Data Point
(PDP) located in the memory address DB100.DBX20.7 of the PLC. It is very easy to try out
this commands by writing this lines into the web browser and than the results appear in the
browser window.
In the next three examples we read 12 BYTES from the data block 100 starting form the
internal data block DBB10 what means that the first bytes we read is the one in the 10th
position of the memory array.
Represented as binaries

Represented as hexadecimal

Represented as signed decimal
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This table shows the construction of the signed decimal of the first byte we got from the
PLC.
value

-128 64 32 16 8

Bit

1

0

1

1

0

1

11101101

Dec

-128 64 32 0

8

4

0

1

-19

1

1

4

2

1

Byte

In the next three examples we read 6 WORDS from the data block 100 starting form the
internal data block DBW10 what means that the first word we read is the one in the 10th
position of the memory array. A word is formed by two Bytes.
Represented as binaries

Represented as hexadecimal

Represented as decimal
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Now we will see how to represent a word (two bytes) in a hexadecimal:

First thing we should know is that one hexadecimal sign represents 4 bits so one word is
represented by 4 hexadecimal sign.
binary

0000

0001

0010

0011

0100

0101

0110

0111

hex

0

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

binary

1000

1001

1010

1011

1100

1101

1110

1111

hex

8

9

A

B

C

D

E

F

The first word we got from the PLC:
1110

1101

0111

1011

E

D

7

B

So we see, that if we store the values in hexadecimal we will use only a quarter of memory
space as when we store them in binaries. Even less memory would take to store the
values directly as a character but there are some characters witch canʻt be represented as
ASCII character. So for simplicity we will store the data in hexadecimal.
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3.4. The HTTP Protocol
In the paragraph 3.3 the basic functioning of the Common Gateway Interface was
explained. It was easy to test typing the correct syntax in the browser bar of any internet
browser. A normal internet browser implements the HTTP protocol to send messages
through the internet. The result is: CGI commands must be bind in a HTTP message.
The basics of the HTTP protocol and how it can be used for transferring CGI requests is
illustrated with the next example:
http://www.kernel.org/faq/index.html
1
|
2
|
3
First comes the protocol (1), after that the Host witch is dissolved (2) and finally the datafile or the path that is send to the web server. The web server is listening on the port 80
and at the moment a client opens a connection the host waits for incoming data. Normally
in form of data request message from a web browser. This request message consists of
the following:
GET /faq/index.html HTTP1.1
Host: www.kernel.org
(one blank line)

GET is the method, there exist others like HEAD, PUT, TRACE, etc. and than comes the
path of the resource faq/index.html. So this line is a request for a html file called index. In
the next line comes the headers where the only one that is not optional is the Host. The
message finishes with a blank line.
In our case we send a request message that gives orders to execute a CGI-Script. So the
required method is GET. A valid message could be the next:
GET /cgi-bin/setValues.exe?PDP,,DB100.DBW4,d=1982 HTTP/1.1
Host: 192.168.1.155
(one blank line)
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3.5. Embedded Linux and the µClibc
The operating system of the router is embedded linux. Embedded Linux is the use of an
operation system basing on a Linux Kernel in embedded computer systems such as
mobile phones, personal digital assistants, networking equipment and others. The reasons
for an implementation of embedded Linux is on one side that it is an open source software,
no license payments are required and the source code is free available. On the other side
it has a very good scalability and a bright hardware support.

3.5.1. Global Architecture of Embedded Linux
The constitution of an Embedded-Linux-System is divided in three layer. The lowest layer
is set by the specific hardware. On this layer the driver of the Hardware are placed, it cover
nearly all of the hardware that comes with a 32 bit processor. The second layer is the real
Kernel, it is subdivided in also three layers where the lowest layer is a Low-Level-Interface.
The Low-Level-Interface is an abstraction of the hardware with a small API that supports
the following layer. This layer is group of small modules in charge of a pre-interpretation of
structured data coming form the filesystem and network interface. The last Kernel-Layer
that is called High-Level-Abstraction-Layer is independent of the hardware, here process,
threads, files, sockets and signals are generated. This layer is very similar in all Unix
systems. On the last layer of the Embedded-Linux-System are the different C-Libraries
together with the user applications. Normally the libraries are dynamically linked with the
user applications.
Embedded Linux
Layer for libraries and user
applications

Kernel-Layer
High-Level-Abstraction-Layer
Pre-Interpretation-Layer: of in- and
outgoing data
Low-Level-Interface

Hardware-Layer
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3.5.2. Development of Embedded-Linux-Systems
In the development of Embedded-Linux-System we can distinguish between CrossDevelopment and Standalone Setups, where the Cross-Development is sub grouped in
Lined Setup and Removable Storage Setup.
Linked Setup is classical Cross-Development environment. A Host-System with a bigger
IDE (Integrated Development Environment) is used for the implementation of the source
code. This code is transferred over links to the target with an existing Boot-Loader, a
Kernel and a minimal Root-File-System or Network-File-System. The used links are serial
interfaces like RS232 or Ethernet.
Removable Storage Setup is similar to Linked Setup with the difference that during the
development a temporary storage is available where the second Boot-Loader, the Kernel
and the Root-File-System of the Host are laid on. On the target is only the first BootLoader located witch boots the rest of the system from the temporary storage.
The Standalone Setup environment is without a separate Host-System for the
development. This signifies that the target must be apt for development what indicates that
the target needs quite a big number of resources what is only possible with a certain
hardware.

3.5.3. Employed Hardware in Embedded-Linux-Systems
A multitude of different hardware are backed by Embedded Linux. Also a lot of the existing
hardware can be used without any customization and in the case that a hardware
component has no existing driver this can be programmed from scratch.
Lets take a look to the ARM-Architecture under Embedded Linux, the CPU of the Network
Router that is used in the realization of this project.
The ARM-Architecture (Advanced RISC Machine) together with the StrongARM are
frequently used processors in the area of embedded systems. The reason therefore is
mainly the fact of itʻs very low current consumption. Even though that ARM is also a
commercial company, the purchase of the ARM license is only necessary for the
production of their processors. All known manufacturers for that kind of processors are
licensee of or for ARM. The projects RTAI and RTLinux developed by the company
FSMLabs are exclusively dealing with the usage of ARM-Architectures in combination with
hard-real-time-applications for Embedded Linux. The fact that in this case it has to do with
the development of highly expensive military end-applications shows how big are the
expectations to Embedded Linux as hard-real-time operating system.
A future tendency of Embedded-Linux-Systems could be a widespread implementation of
Java Co-Processors under Embedded Linux.
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3.5.4. The µClibc
There exists a smaller C library than the standard GNU C Library called µClibc that is
specially designed for small systems with less memory space that are running embedded
Linux. The important functions of the GNU C Library is also implemented in the µClibc.
How to compile according to the µClibc?
To use uClibc, it is necessary to have a toolchain. A toolchain consists of the GNU binutils,
the GNU Compiler Collection GCC and µClibc , all built to produce binaries for the target
system linked with uClibc. It is possible build an own native µClibc toolchain using the
uClibc buildroot system.
The GNU Binutils are a collection of binary tools. They include:
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!
!

•!
•!
•!
•!
•!
•!
•!
•!
•!
•!
•!
•!
•!
•!
•!
•!
•!
•!

ld - the GNU linker.
as - the GNU assembler.
addr2line - Converts addresses into filenames and line numbers.
ar - A utility for creating, modifying and extracting from archives.
c++filt - Filter to demangle encoded C++ symbols.
dlltool - Creates files for building and using DLLs.
gold - A new, faster, ELF only linker, still in beta test.
gprof - Displays profiling information.
nlmconv - Converts object code into an NLM.
nm - Lists symbols from object files.
objcopy - Copys and translates object files.
objdump - Displays information from object files.
ranlib - Generates an index to the contents of an archive.
readelf - Displays information from any ELF format object file.
size - Lists the section sizes of an object or archive file.
strings - Lists printable strings from files.
strip - Discards symbols.
windmc - A Windows compatible message compiler.

!

•!

windres - A compiler for Windows resource files.

The GNU Compiler Collection includes front ends for C, C++, Objective-C, Fortran, Java,
and Ada, as well as libraries for these languages (libstdc++, libgcj,...).
Buildroot is a set of Makefiles and patches that makes it easy to generate a crosscompilation toolchain and root filesystem for the target Linux system using the uClibc C
library. Buildroot is useful mainly for people working with small or embedded systems.
Embedded systems often use processors that are not the regular x86 processors
everyone is used to using on their PC. It can be PowerPC processors, MIPS processors,
ARM processors, etc. And to be extra safe, the user do not need to be root to build or run
Buildroot.
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4.

Implementation of a trending application in C

In section 3 we saw the architecture of the PLC and the Network-Router used in this
project. An explanation of the functioning and buildup of the interfaces between the PLC
and the Router made clear how an access to the process data behind the PLC over an
Ethernet network is possible. Finally we went through an introduction of the operating
system Embedded Linux, that supports the platform of the developed trending application
and the programing environment of Embedded-Linux-Systems the uClib and its compiler.
In this section, section 4, we will go into the practical implementation off all we saw until
know. We will se how to create a working trending application that is running on an
Embedded-Linux-System and that is capable to make periodic data logs from a PLC data
storage.
The section four is divided in three parts, the first one is treating with network or generally
inter process communication. There the talk is basically about sockets end its
implementation, starting with an introduction of what sockets are and how they can be
used for the communication between two machines. After the introduction we will see in
detail how a CGI request bind in a HTTP message could be send over TCP/IP through an
Ethernet network. Therefore the main socket functions are explained.
The second part of section four deals with the practical requirements of the PLC data
logging application. In other words, what are the requirements of such a program, so that it
can be used in real life.
At least there is given an excursion to signals under Unix and a how they are handled in
the logger program on the router.

4.1. Network Programming
When we speak about network programming in C we can also say socket programing yet
nearly every thing that has to do with this field is directly related to sockets. So lets start
finding out what sockets are.
A socket is a kind of software module that allows Inter Process Communication (IPC).
There are various forms of IPC, but implementing sockets is the most popular way to do it.
Actually for cross-platform communication, like it is the case in the PLC - router
communication, the only way is implementing sockets.
Introducing a little bit of history, sockets where invented in Berkley as part of the Berkley
Software Distribution (BSD). Since internet was expanded sockets simplifies the
communication to arbitrary machines around the world.
We will not go to deep in this but some important things we should know about sockets. A
socket, or more precisely a server socket doesnʻt send any data. It doesnʻt receive any
data. The only thing a server socket does is producing client sockets. The client sockets
are created in response to some other client sockets that are connecting to a host and a
port the socket is bound to. So sockets are not something like a transmission interface,
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they are in charge of the connecting procedure between to interconnected machines. They
identifies the incoming data packets so that they can be delivered to the appropriate
process or thread. Sockets are independent of the kind of platform they are running on.

4.1.1. Socket Concepts
Sockets are very versatile and are a basic component of interprocess and cross-platform
communication. A socket is an endpoint of communication to which a name can be bound.
It has a type and one or more associated processes.
Sockets exist in communication domains. A socket domain is an abstraction that provides
an addressing structure and a set of protocols. Sockets connect only with sockets in the
same domain. Twenty three socket domains are identified in <sys/socket.h>, of which
only the UNIX (PF_UNIX) and the Internet (PF_INET) or (PF_INET6) domains are
normally used.
The UNIX domain provides a socket address space on a single system, a local socket. It is
limited to systems running under a Unix operating system. The socket address space
between connected systems is the Internet domain. This communication uses the TCP/IP
internet protocol suite and is running on the majority of platforms.
There are five communication styles or socket types with different communication
properties. A communication bound to sockets is only possible if the sockets are from the
same type.
The socket types are:
‣ SOCK_STREAM: is a two-way, sequenced, reliable, and unduplicated flow of data

with no record boundaries. A stream operates much like a telephone conversation.
If a word is miss understood it can be repeated. This socket type uses the
Transmission Control Protocol (TCP).
‣ SOCK_DGRAM: is a simple two-way flow of messages. A datagram socket may

receive messages in a different order from the sequence in which the messages
were sent. Record boundaries in the data are preserved. Datagram sockets
operate much like passing letters back and forth in the mail with no reception
acknowledgment. This socket type uses the User Datagram Protocol (UDP).
‣ SOCK_SEQPACKET: is a two-way, sequenced, reliable, connection, for datagrams

of a fixed maximum length. This socket type has no protocol implemented .
‣ SOCK_RAW: provides access to the underlying network layers.
‣ SOCK_RDM: is for sending reliable, bidirectional and unordered messages.

The next diagram shows how sockets can be implemented for cross-platform
communication. The arrows mark the program running flow, arrows between different
functions marks the information transfer between them. The function socket() is the most
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important function in this diagram, it is the mediator between the connected platforms, the
machine A and the machine B. Similar like fwrite(), this function is the mediator between
the RAM and the hard disc.

Machine A
Socket Program
Ethernet Interface

Machine B
SOCKET()

AF_INET
SOCK_STREAM
IPPROTO_TCP

ip addr: 192.168.1.155
port: 80
family: AF_INET

CONNECT()
data from
TCP/IP Stack
of specif ied socket

message
length of message
f lags

SEND()
ref. to buffer
size of buffer
f lags

RECV()
Data & Header

BUFFER

FWRITE()

separating data
from headder
and writing to
Hard Disc

FILE

EXIT
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RECV()

In the next four sections we will see how to implement sockets in a cross-platform
communication program written in C. In detail we go through the socket creation, the
connection of two sockets, sending message over sockets and how to receive a message
from an other system over a connected socket.

4.1.2. socket()
The function socket() creates a socket, it is the endpoint for the interprocess
communication. The declaration of this function is the next:
#include <sys/types.h>
#include <sys/socket.h>
int socket( int domain, int type, int protocol );
The return value is a File-descriptor what is a small not negative number that identifies the
socket. In case that the socket creation fails the return value is -1. A common way to
create a socket is shown by the following code lines.
int s = socket( AF_INET, SOCK_STREAM, 0 );
if (s == -1)
{
perror( "SOCKET FAILED" );
return 1;
}
Now we will take a look on the parameters:
int domain
This parameter, like we saw in the previous section, defines the application area of the
socket. The different families are defined in <sys/socket.h> (UNIX). Valid values are:
AF_UNIX
AF_INET
AF_ISO
AF_NS
AF_IMPLINK
For an application that is focused on the communication between different machines over
a network like the internet, the one to use is the AF_INET it defines the ARPA internet
protocols.
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int type
This parameter determine the socket type and so the semantic of the communication. The
following values, that are explained in the section before are valid:
SOCK_STREAM
SOCK_DGRAM
SOCK_RAW
SOCK_SEQPACKET
SOCK_RDM
Using the communication protocol TCP we have to implement the first parameter
SOCK_STREAM, the other are for UDP, row IP and other communication types.
int protocol
The last parameter defines the protocol. This parameter is necessary when the raw socket
type is used. With a ʻ0ʻ the default protocol for this kind of sockets will be used.

4.1.3. connect()
This function opens a connection to a server. Therefor the system call a socket, identified
by its file descriptor, to a remote host that is specified by that host's address declared in
the argument of the connect() function.
Certain types of sockets are connectionless, most commonly user datagram protocol
sockets. For these sockets connect takes on a special meaning: the default target for
sending and receiving data is set to the given address, allowing the use of functions such
as send() and recv() on connectionless sockets. But in this work we will only handle with
sockets bound to connection.
#include <sys/types.h>
#include <sys/socket.h>
int connect( int sockfd, struct sockaddr*serv_addr, int addrlen);
The returning value of connect() is 0 in case that the connection process was successful
and -1 when it fail. The server to which the connection should be opened is defined by the
parameters.
int sockfd
This parameter indicates the socket.
struct sockaddr*serv_addr
By this parameter the connection information is defined, such as: the Host address, the
internet port, and the used Socket-family. The information is bound in a Struct.
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int addrlen
The last parameter is the length of the struct server_addr
The following code lines show the way the function connect() is implemented in the
trending program:

#include <sys/types.h>
#include <sys/socket.h>
#include <netinet/in.h>
struct sockaddr_in addr;
addr.sin_addr.s_addr = inet_addr( “192.168.1.155“ );
addr.sin_port = htons( 80 );
addr.sin_family = AF_INET;
int c = connect( s, ( struct sockaddr* ) & addr, sizeof( addr ) );
if( c == -1 )
{
perror( "CONNECTION FAILED" );
return 2;
}

4.1.4. send()
Ones a connection is established to the server we can start to send a message to the
server. Therefore we use the function send(). The function send() sends a data block
without checking what kind of data it sends. Normally the data block will be send as one
package but it can be fragmented during the transfer or when it is too big. In this case it is
not guaranteed that the hole message will be delivered in one sending order, but than
normally the rest of the message waits in the TCP/IP-Stack of the operating system. To
ensure that the hole message has reached at its destination, send() returns an integer with
the number of send bytes. In case of failing the return value is -1.
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The declaration of send():
#include <sys/types.h>
#include <sys/socket.h>
int send( int s, const void*msg, int len, unsigned int flags );
int s
The first parameter identifies the socket of the connection.
const void*msg
This is a pointer to the message data, the data we want to send to an other machine.
int len
The length of the pointed message data. If the data are stored in a buffer it will be the
number of bytes and if the data is a text message than it is the length of the String or char
array.
unsigned int flags
With the last parameter it is possible to declare some flags on the sending state for
example a „process out of band data“. With a ʻ0ʻ no flags are declared.
Possible implementation of send():
char request [ ] = "GET /cgi-bin/setValues.exe?
PDP,,DB100.DBW4,d=1982 HTTP/ 1.1\r\nHost: 192.168.1.155\r\n\r\n";
bytesOut = send( s, request, sizeof ( request ) , 0 );
if( bytesOut == -1 )
{
perror( "SENDING REQUEST FAILED" );
return 3;
}

The function sends a message that orders the execution of the CGI script setValues.exe
on the web server of a PLC station with the IP address 192.168.1.155. The message is
bound in HTTP request GET. If the package delivering fails an error message appears.
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4.1.5. recv()
The function recv() is the complemental function of send() the next example should clarify
how send() and recv() work:

Machine A tries to receive an image file allocated on a web server, machine B, by
implementing a socket of the AF_INET family. The used protocol should be HTTP over
TCP/IP. For this purpose the socket type SOCK_STREAM can be used.
Machine A starts with creating a socket and opening a connection to machine B. After
doing this successfully machine A send a message that contains a request for that image
file.
For example:

GET /imageFolder/image.gif HTTP/1.1
Host: www.machineB.com
(blank line)

The machine B was listen to all kind of request messages. After processing the message
from machine A, machine B will answer by sending the requested image file to machine
A, by a message that is bound to that socket that was created at the beginning by
machine A. After sending the request message, machine A tries now to receive this file.
Therefor machine A will look in its TCP/IP stack by using the function recv() pointing to the
socket created at the beginning and allocate the data in an indicated buffer. If all previous
passes happened without any exceptions the requested image file will be stored together
with the HTTP header information in this buffer.

recv() receives a data block, not always a block that was send from an other station. It
reads the data that stands in the TCP/IP-Stack. This means that the read data can also be
a part of a fragmented data block or data from an old reception, that are still remaining in
the TCP/IP-Stack. Therefor it is important to pay spacial attention at the moment of
interpreting the received data. The return value of recv() is the number of received bytes, if
the value is -1 the reception failed.
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The declaration of recv():
#include <sys/types.h>
#include <sys/socket.h>
int recv( int s, void*buffer, int len, unsigned int flags );
The only parameter that distinguishes the parameters of send() with them of recv() is
void*buffer this parameter is a pointer to the buffer where the received data can be
stored.The next code lines is an example of using the function recv().

bytesIn = recv( s, buffer, sizeof( buffer )-1, 0 );
if( bytesIn == -1 )
{
printf( "\n FAILD RECEIVING INCOMING DATA \n" );
}
dataOut = fopen( "/Users/tiago/desktop/testfile.txt" , "a" );
if ( dataOut != NULL )
{
fwrite( data, dataLength, 1, dataOut );
fclose( dateiOut );
}
else
printf( "\n NO FILE \n" );

By the function recv() the algorithm start reading the data that are in the TCP/IP Stack.
With the parameter ʻsʻ the socked is identified, ʻbufferʻ is a pointer to the buffer that will
store the data. If recv() returns a the value -1 the reception failed.
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The function fopen() opens a file in a specified path and a specified access mode. In this
case it is a text file on my desktop called testfile.txt. The access mode can be:
"r"

Open a file for reading. The file must exist.

"w"

Create an empty file for writing. If a file with the same name
already exists its content is erased and the file is treated as a
new empty file.

"a"

Append to a file. Writing operations append data at the end of
the file. The file is created if it does not exist.

"r+"

Open a file for update both reading and writing. The file must
exist.

"w+"

Create an empty file for both reading and writing. If a file with
the same name already exists its content is erased and the file is
treated as a new empty file.

"a+"

Open a file for reading and appending. All writing operations are
performed at the end of the file, protecting the previous content
to be overwritten. You can reposition the internal pointer to
anywhere in the file for reading, but writing operations will move
it back to the end of file. The file is created if it does not exist.

The function fwrite() writes the content of the buffer to the indicated file. If the content of
the entire buffer is written into the file, there will also appear the header information filed of
the HTTP protocol. fwrite() canʻt distinguish between data and header information. The
result can be something like this:
HTTP/1.1 200 OK
Content-Type: text/plain
Pragma: no-cache
Expires: Mon, 01 Jan 1990 00:00:00 GMT
Content-Length: 38
To avoid filling the output text file with a lot of unusable information, it would be wise to cut
off the part of the buffer that contains the header information of the HTTP protocol, before
writing it into the text file.
An other very important thing is that we have to mark the end of the received data. In C a
string is an array of chars. When we use it, we call a pointer that points to the memory
address of the fist character of the array. The end is marked by a null character ʻ\0ʻ this
way the interpreter knows where a string starts and where it ends. The data that we
receive over a socket connection arenʻt marked with that null character. So if we donʻt add
explicitly this null character to the end of the received data in the buffer the interpreter
wonʻt know where the data finishes.
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4.2. Claims for an efficient and user friendly application
Now after seeing how to send and receive data over a network connection implementing
internet sockets we have to consider the practical aspects of a program that should
automatically make records from a PLC.
What makes an application to be efficient and user friendly? And what other requirements
has the trending program?
The efficiency of a program normally is resulting of the efficiency of the used algorithm. If a
task takes 100 or 50 lines of program code, if the CPU needs 100 cycles to process the
information or only 50. The trending application is in comparison to other programs quite
small and requires less CPU resources. An indicator of the efficiency of such a program is
the conciseness of the stored data. In other words how much data logs can take the
program before the hard disk or flash memory will fill up. In the section 3.3 we saw that it
makes a big different if the data are stored as binary, decimal or hexadecimal. Actually the
most efficient way would be to store them directly as characters. But that can have the
consequence that some interpreter could have difficulty to read them, yet not all characters
can be interpreted as ASCII character. This wouldnʻt be user friendly.
But what exactly makes a program user friendly? In fact what are the requirements of the
trending application? There are some reflecting points about this issue:
• An easy handling of the application is important. It must be simple to configure the
program parameters such as the IP address, the data addresses and the cycle time.
• Will the application be limited to log the data of only one PLC or does it gives the option
of logging various PLC stations simultaneously?
• The content of the output file must have strict format, so that it is easy to interpret the
data.
• And finally the output files must be organized and named after clear terms. If there are
logs for different PLC stations connected to one router, they have to be deposit in one
file for each station. Also it wouldnʻt be wise to store the logs during one year in only
one file. To provide an easy access to historic data the logs must be split into different
files.
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4.2.1. The configuration file
The first thing to concrete is how a user tells the program what it has to do. There the idea
is to do it by a configuration-text-file. The user generates or modifies a text file. For this
purpose a common text editor can be used. The syntax of this text file has to be according
a specified format, so that the program can interpret it correctly. After this the file has to be
allocated on the router in a proper directory.
Specifying the format of the configuration file:
With the idea to make a program open to a wide applicational area, the program should
provide the facility to make logs on various PLC station simultaneously. This way also logs
with different cycle times on one single PLC is possible. Therefor the first line of the
configuration file determine how many stations are connected to the router.
It will make it necessary to assign a Station ID to every station that will participate in the
logging. After the Station ID the next parameter is the IP address of the PLC station. Then
the address of the PLC data block that has to be logged: Beginning with the address of
first byte and following by the number or length of all bytes to read. The last parameter is
the Cycle-time, the period of the logging in seconds.
The next lines are an example of the content of a configuration-text-file. The underlined
text is ignored by the program but in the file that will be allocated on the router it donʻt has
to be underlined. Even it doesnʻt matter wether it is in english spanish or other language.
!

Station: 3
Station-ID: 1
IP: 192.168.155.100
Data Address: DB100.DBB50/10
Cycle(seconds): 5
Station-ID: 2
IP: 192.168.155.101
Data Address: DB100.DBB200/300
Cycle(seconds): 10
Station-ID: 3
IP: 192.168.155.102
Data Address: DB100.DBB100/7
Cycle(seconds): 15

For this file the trending application should log the process data from 3 stations. Station
one has the IP direction 192.168.155.100, the data block where the data are stored that
we want to log is Data Block 100 (DB100). The first byte is Data Block Byte 50 (DBB50)
and we want to get the historic evolution of the the next 10 bytes (/10) with a period of 5
seconds.
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The difficulty during the programming was extracting the parameters for each station and
making them reachable for all functions of the program. The solution was the creation of
allocation arrays and so loading the parameters into the RAM directly at the beginning of
the program execution.
APPENDIX A: Program code and its a analysis.
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4.2.2. Cycle and station scheduler
The next task is the creation of an algorithm that is in charge to decide to which station the
logger has to open a connection and how long the program has to sleep between each
logging action and so deallocate the used CPU resources. To this end the following image
and its explanation (on the next page) should illustrate what kind of job the algorithm
should do:
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The image illustrate the case that the logger should store the process data of three
stations simultaneously but with different cycle times or logging frequencies for each
station. The logger should update the trend line for station 1 every 7 seconds. For the
Station 2 every 2 seconds and the Station 3 every 5 seconds. The left vertical line below
the CPU shows the sleeping time between the logging actions. The moment when the
process data of a station are logged by the program are marked with the horizontal arrows.
The numbers in the other vertical lines are the remaining sleeping times for each station.
After initialization (remaining sleeping times are set equal cycle times) the program must
check which station has the smallest remaining sleeping time. In the picture it is station 2
with 2 seconds. Than the program goes into sleeping mode during 2 seconds . After the
first logging action the slept time has to be discount from each station and the logged
station has to initialize its value to the cycle time.
The new values of the sleeping vector are: Station 1 = 5 seconds, Station 2 = 2 seconds
(after being reinitialized) and Station 3 = 3 seconds. The station with the smallest sleeping
time will be again Station 2. So the the program sleeps again 2 seconds and after that the
logger will again access to the data of station 2. The next sleeping time will be 1 second
and after that the logger can make the storage of the process data of station 3.
This way the program generates a real-time scheduling of when a stations process data
should be logged. Independent of the number of stations and its cycle times.
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The pseudo Code of the algorithm:
while
{
for
{

program not stopped
count from zero to the number of stations
if
{

one member of the sleeping vector is equal zero
sending a data request to the PLC station that is
the owner of that member
this station has to reinitialize its sleeping time
by setting its sleeping time equal its cycle time

}
}
finding out the shortest sleeping time of the sleeping vector
sleeping during this time (shortest sleeping time), the
application deallocates the used CPU resources
for
{

count from zero to the number of stations
resting the slept time of every member of
the sleeping vector

}
}
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4.2.3. Data Output
The logger writes the data from a buffer into files, storing them on the flash disc of the
network router. One file for each day and every station. The content is alway a time-stamp
followed by by the logged data. The logged data are divided by semicolons between every
byte. The file name is made up of the date of the day and the station number. The next
examples will illustrate the format.!
1) Time stamp: yyyymmddhhmmss
!

for example: 20091012154010 for 2009-Septemger-12 15:41:10

2) The data as Hex-Values of single bytes, each byte divided by semicolons
!

for example: 4e;d;12 for 1.byte=78; 2.byte=13; 3.byte=12

3) Filename yyyymmdd_Station_ID.txt
!

for example 20091012_station_3.txt

An output of logging 10 bytes with a period of 4 seconds:
20091021164408;11;12;13;14;15;16;17;18;19;1a;
20091021164412;15;16;17;18;19;1a;1b;1c;1d;1e;
20091021164416; ...
...

APPENDIX B: The programming code and its explanations of the implementation of point
1) the time-stamp and point 3) how to create every day a new file with the specified file
name.
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4.3. Signal handling under Unix
In section 3.2 we saw the architecture of the network router that is used for this work. Its
main purpose was to give remote access to a PLC dives. At the moment that the
developed trending program is introduced in the routers firmware it is very important to be
sure that it wounʻt interfere with any other application of the router. The worst case would
be that the logger program causes a complete crash of the routers system. The first step
avoiding conflicts on the system is a secure programing style and being sure that the
program on it self is running in a secure mode.
The second step is making the introduced program listen to signals of the operating
system of the router. The operating system is in charge to guide the runtimes of the
different programs, and if a program gets in trouble or if of any reason the CPU or the
memory resources are consumed the operating system has to shut down some processes.
This interruption of running processes is done by signals.
Signals are not predictable events, witch occurs in unpredictable moments. This means
that signals are asynchronous events. The ANSI-C standard includes the following signals:
‣ SIGABRT this signal notifies an abnormal termination of a process
‣ SIGFPE signal of arithmetic error notification, for example if a process tries to
dived through zero
‣ SIGILL signal of illegal hardware-commando
‣ SIGINT interactive attention, signal to interrupt a process, this signal is send when
pressing the key sequence (strg) + (c)
‣ SIGSEGV the signal is send when a process makes an illegal storage access
‣ SIGTERM signal that makes a termination request to a process
Under UNIX there exist quite more signals, in total 31. Typing in a UNIX shell the
command kill -l a list of all signals will be readout.
In case that a signal appears there are three possible reaction upon it.
‣ Introducing an own function
‣ Ignoring the signal, but this will note work if the signal SIGKILL occurs
‣ Using the default function, for the ANSI-C signals this will lead to the termination of
the process.
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There exist a concept to react on an incoming signal. For this purpose a signal handler is
introduced in the program This signal handler informs the process what it has to do in case
that a signal appears. Such a signal handler can be established introducing the function
signal() with the following syntax:
#include <signal.h>
void(*signal(int signr, void(*sighandler)(int)))(int);

This function was simplified in the signal.h header file to the following aspect:
signalfuction *signal(int signalnumber,
signalfunction *sighandler);

The parameter signalnumber specifies the number of the signal. Under UNIX the
signals together with their identification numbers can be list using the command kill -l.
For parameter signalhandler are declared two constants SIG_DFL and SIG_IGN. For
SIG_DFL the default action will be taken. If the parameter takes the constant SIG_IGN the
signal, when this is possible, will be ignored and the kernel will not interfere in the process
runtime.
The last option is to catch the signal and pass it to an own function which decides what
action to take. In this case, instead of one of the constants the address of an own function
must be placed as the parameter signalhandler.
The next syntax shows how signals are handled in the loggers program:
void sigfunc(int sign)
{
if (sign != SIGTERM)
return;
else
{
fclose(file);
close(sock);
run = 0;
printf("exit program");
}
}
main(void) {
signal(SIGTERM, sigfunc);
...
}
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Like we see in the program code the loggers process caches the signal SIGTERM. The
default reaction would be the immediate termination of the process. But instead of ignoring
or using the default handler, what would end the process immediately, the cached signal is
passed to the own function sigfunc. If the process of the logger is forced to shut down it
can happen that the socket or the output file wouldnʻt be closed before the process
termination. Closing the process and leaving a file or a socket open can have important
consequences to the routers kernel. The way to sure that all files and sockets are closed
before stopping the process is caching the termination signal and closing explicit the used
files and sockets.
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5.

Results

The result of this work is a program that I called the “Data Logger“. It is successfully tested
on the Eurogard ServiceRouter, an Embedded-Linux-System. In this part of this work we
will first see an abstract picture that shows the program runtime together with its main
functions. The next thing is a resume of one of the first tests, starting with an explanation
of the test rig and its architecture and finally illustrating some logged trend lines of PLC
data.

5.1. The Program
The diagram of the next page is containing all important functions that are implemented in
the developed program.
After the initialization of the program the first action is scanning the configuration file that
the user stored on the router. Out of this file the application gets the information about the
NUMBER OF PLC STATIONS that are connected to the router, the respective IP
ADDRESSES, the DATA ADDRESSES of the data that should be logged and the logging
frequency, called CYCLE TIME.
This information will be stored in some arrays, the CONFIGURATION ARRAYS. The total
number of stations and the cycle time will be relayed to the function SCHEDULER that is
in charge to decide at what time the Logger access to a station and store its process data.
During the rest of the time the program goes into sleeping mode to deallocate the used
CPU and memory resources of the router. The sleeping and logging information is
updated in the SLEEPING ARRAY.
The rest of the functions shown in the diagram are the same that we already have seen in
the diagram of the Socket program. The only different is now that the information, IP
address and message for the data request, must be extracted out of the
CONFIGURATION ARRAY.
Certainly the diagram shows only an abstract structure of the program. For detail
information: the hole source code is written down together with detail comments for every
code line in APPENDIX C.
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5.2. Test Results

ServiceRouter

The next picture shows the test rig for the tests and evaluation of the developed program
the “Data Logger“.

PC

PLC

On the left side we have got a normal PC for the interpretation and visualization of the test
results. The PC gets its IP address from the DHCP Server on the ServiceRouter in case
that it is connected directly over LAN. In case that the PC is connected to the
ServiceRouter over internet, the connection can be done over SSL or VPN.
The Data Logger is integrated in the firmware of the ServiceRouter. All trend data that are
received by the Data Logger from the PLC are stored and organized in different files on
the ServiceRouters flash disk. We have to assign an IP address to the PLC using the
Siemens Simatic Manager and we have to allocate a configuration file on the
ServiceRouter with the configuration parameters for the Data Logger.
With the purpose to get some useful values and paint their trend lines we need some
variating process data on the PLC. One method to do this is adding to the PLC user
program an instruction list that periodically increase or decrease the value of a PLC
memory block, simulating a variating process data. The logger is in charge to make an
history trending on how this value has changed over the time by storing the value of this
variating process data periodically on the routers flash memory.
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The instruction list for such a task is the next:
L
L
>=I
SPB
L
L
+I
T
SPA
M001: L
T
M011: CLR

"DB100 DataBlock".TestWord_1
200
M001
"DB100 DataBlock". TestWord_1
1
"DB100 DataBlock". TestWord_1
M011
0
"DB100 DataBlock". TestWord_1

and its pseudo code:
load the value of the memory block,
load the value 200,
compare both values,
if

{the first one is bigger than the second
one jump to the mark M001, load the value 0
transfer it to the memory block}

else {load the value of the memory block,
load the value 1,
sum both as integer,
transfer it to the memory block and
jump to the end}

The value is increasing one decimal in every step till the value reaches 200. Then it starts
again at zero. This kind of programs are also called sawtooth generators.
For the testing of the Data Logger we use different sawtooth generators that increases the
values of six integers from the data block 100 of the PLC. An integer or decimal value has
the length of two bytes so the values will occupy the memory range from byte 22 till byte
34 from the memory block 100.
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The next image shows the online monitoring of those values using the Siemens software
Simatic Manager. The aspiration is to make a record of all those values using the Data
Logger that is running on the network router connected to the PLC. It must be possible to
use this records to paint trend lines of all values in order to see how fast and in witch range
this values are growing.

Now we have to configure the Data Logger using a configuration text file that will be
interpreted by the loggers program. We define three stations, that will all make the trending
on the same PLC with the IP address 192.168.2.155. The first station is logging 6 bytes
starting on byte 22. The cycle time will be 4 seconds. The second station has a cycle time
of 3 seconds and logs the next three values that occupies the bytes 28 to 33. The last
station will make a log of all six values with a period of 10 seconds.
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When the file is created and named config.txt like it was shown on the previous page, it
must be allocated on the router in the specified folder.
After starting the Data Logger the program writes the values as hexadecimal in a text file,
one file for each station and day. Every byte is separated by a semicolon. This means that
a hex-value between two semicolons has the size of on or two characters, depending on
wether itʻs value is smaller than 16 decimal or higher:
To remember the hex-decimal conversion: 0-16 ➝ 0-F and 16-255 ➝ 10-FF

The resulting text file for Station 0 is the next one:
20100109145613;0;31;0;8e;0;41;
20100109145617;0;39;0;6;0;59;
20100109145621;0;42;0;18;0;74;
20100109145625;0;4a;0;28;0;8c;
20100109145629;0;52;0;38;0;a4;
20100109145633;0;5a;0;48;0;bc;
20100109145637;0;63;0;5a;0;3e;
20100109145641;0;6b;0;6a;0;56;
20100109145645;0;73;0;7a;0;6e;
20100109145649;0;7b;0;8a;0;86;
20100109145654;0;83;0;2;0;9e;
20100109145658;0;8c;0;14;0;b9;
20100109145702;0;94;0;24;0;38;
20100109145706;0;9c;0;34;0;50;
20100109145710;0;a4;0;44;0;68;
20100109145714;0;ad;0;56;0;83;
20100109145718;0;b5;0;66;0;9b;
20100109145722;0;bd;0;76;0;b3;
20100109145726;0;c5;0;86;0;32;
20100109145731;0;4;0;96;0;4a;
20100109145735;0;d;0;10;0;65;
20100109145739;0;15;0;20;0;7d;
20100109145743;0;1d;0;30;0;95;
20100109145747;0;25;0;40;0;ad;
20100109145751;0;2d;0;50;0;c8;
20100109145755;0;36;0;62;0;47;
20100109145759;0;3e;0;72;0;5f;
20100109145803;0;46;0;82;0;77;
20100109145808;0;4e;0;92;0;8f;
20100109145812;0;57;0;c;0;aa;
20100109145816;0;5f;0;1c;0;c2;
20100109145820;0;67;0;2c;0;41;
20100109145824;0;6f;0;3c;0;59;
20100109145828;0;77;0;4c;0;71;
20100109145832;0;80;0;5e;0;8c;
20100109145836;0;88;0;6e;0;a4;
20100109145840;0;90;0;7e;0;bc;
20100109145845;0;98;0;8e;0;3b;
20100109145849;0;a1;0;8;0;56;
20100109145853;0;a9;0;18;0;6e;
20100109145857;0;b1;0;28;0;86;
20100109145901;0;b9;0;38;0;9e;
20100109145905;0;c2;0;4a;0;b9;

Each line starts with the timestamp followed by the
logged values as hexadecimal. The cycle time that
was specified in the configuration file for station 0
was 4 seconds. That means that every 4 seconds
we will get a new time stamp with a record of the
data at this moment.
To remember, the timestamp has the next format:
year month day-of-month minutes seconds

Since the decimal values of the integer are smaller
than 255 the the value is stored only by the
second byte and the first one is always zero.
That way the test file can be interpreted as a
common CSV file and reconverted in decimal
values with Microsoft Excel. If a values is higher
than 255 it needs two bytes to be stored and the
result is that it appears in the CSV file as two
different values. To reconvert it into one decimal
value is not so easy in Excel, but there are
applications for data handling that can do this
easily. Actually a float value needs four bytes of
storage space so it will be appear as four hexvalues in a CSV file.
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These are the hex-values converted in decimal values using the the command hex2dec()
in Microsoft Excel:
Time Stamp
TestWord_1 TestWord_2 TestWord_3
20100109145613
49
142
65
20100109145617
57
6
89
20100109145621
66
24
116
20100109145625
74
40
140
20100109145629
82
56
164
20100109145633
90
72
188
20100109145637
99
90
62
20100109145641
107
106
86
20100109145645
115
122
110
20100109145649
123
138
134
20100109145654
131
2
158
20100109145658
140
20
185
20100109145702
148
36
56
20100109145706
156
52
80
20100109145710
164
68
104
20100109145714
173
86
131
20100109145718
181
102
155
20100109145722
189
118
179
20100109145726
197
134
50
20100109145731
4
150
74
20100109145735
13
16
101
20100109145739
21
32
125
20100109145743
29
48
149
20100109145747
37
64
173
20100109145751
45
80
200
20100109145755
54
98
71
20100109145759
62
114
95
20100109145803
70
130
119
20100109145808
78
146
143
20100109145812
87
12
170
20100109145816
95
28
194
20100109145820
103
44
65
20100109145824
111
60
89
20100109145828
119
76
113
20100109145832
128
94
140
20100109145836
136
110
164
20100109145840
144
126
188
20100109145845
152
142
59
20100109145849
161
8
86
20100109145853
169
24
110
20100109145857
177
40
134
20100109145901
185
56
158
20100109145905
194
74
185
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And finally we can paint a chart that represents the trend lines of the first three values that
was logged by station 0.

The Y-Axis shows the range of the integer values and the X-Axis the time stamps of the
logs. The information over the three values we get from this trend lines are: TestWord_3 is
growing most rapid from all three values and it is variating more ore less between 50 and
200. TestWord_2 is growing a little bit slower and its range is from 0 to 150. Finally
TestWord_1 has the lowest growing and the biggest range from 0 up to 200.
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The results for Station 1:
The cycle time for station one was three seconds, so we will get a new record of the data
every 3 seconds. The output CSV-file contains more records than the one of station 0.
20100109145611;0;4f;0;50;0;76;
20100109145615;0;52;0;56;0;7c;
20100109145618;0;55;0;5c;0;82;
20100109145621;0;58;0;62;0;88;
20100109145624;0;5b;0;0;0;8e;
20100109145627;0;5e;0;6;0;94;
20100109145630;0;61;0;c;0;9a;
20100109145633;0;64;0;12;0;a0;
20100109145636;0;68;0;1a;0;a8;
20100109145639;0;6b;0;20;0;ae;
20100109145642;0;6e;0;26;0;b4;
20100109145645;0;71;0;2c;0;ba;
20100109145648;0;74;0;32;0;c0;
20100109145652;0;77;0;38;0;c6;
20100109145655;0;7a;0;3e;0;66;
20100109145658;0;7d;0;44;0;6c;
20100109145701;0;80;0;4a;0;72;
20100109145704;0;83;0;50;0;78;
20100109145707;0;86;0;56;0;7e;
20100109145710;0;89;0;5c;0;84;
20100109145713;0;8d;0;64;0;8c;
20100109145716;0;90;0;2;0;92;
20100109145719;0;93;0;8;0;98;
20100109145722;0;96;0;e;0;9e;
20100109145725;0;99;0;14;0;a4;
20100109145729;0;9c;0;1a;0;aa;
20100109145732;0;9f;0;20;0;b0;
20100109145735;0;a2;0;26;0;b6;
20100109145738;0;a5;0;2c;0;bc;

20100109145741;0;a8;0;32;0;c2;
20100109145744;0;ab;0;38;0;c8;
20100109145747;0;ae;0;3e;0;68;
20100109145750;0;b1;0;44;0;6e;
20100109145753;0;b5;0;4c;0;76;
20100109145756;0;b8;0;52;0;7c;
20100109145759;0;bb;0;58;0;82;
20100109145802;0;be;0;5e;0;88;
20100109145805;0;c1;0;64;0;8e;
20100109145809;0;c4;0;2;0;94;
20100109145812;0;c7;0;8;0;9a;
20100109145815;0;32;0;e;0;a0;
20100109145818;0;35;0;14;0;a6;
20100109145821;0;38;0;1a;0;ac;
20100109145824;0;3b;0;20;0;b2;
20100109145827;0;3e;0;26;0;b8;
20100109145830;0;42;0;2e;0;c0;
20100109145833;0;45;0;34;0;c6;
20100109145836;0;48;0;3a;0;66;
20100109145839;0;4b;0;40;0;6c;
20100109145842;0;4e;0;46;0;72;
20100109145846;0;51;0;4c;0;78;
20100109145849;0;54;0;52;0;7e;
20100109145852;0;57;0;58;0;84;
20100109145855;0;5a;0;5e;0;8a;
20100109145858;0;5d;0;64;0;90;
20100109145901;0;60;0;2;0;96;
20100109145904;0;63;0;8;0;9c;
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The logged file converted into decimal values:
Time Stamp
TestWord_4 TestWord_5 TestWord_6
20100109145611
79
80
118
20100109145615
82
86
124
20100109145618
85
92
130
20100109145621
88
98
136
20100109145624
91
0
142
20100109145627
94
6
148
20100109145630
97
12
154
20100109145633
100
18
160
20100109145636
104
26
168
20100109145639
107
32
174
20100109145642
110
38
180
20100109145645
113
44
186
20100109145648
116
50
192
20100109145652
119
56
198
20100109145655
122
62
102
20100109145658
125
68
108
20100109145701
128
74
114
20100109145704
131
80
120
20100109145707
134
86
126
20100109145710
137
92
132
20100109145713
141
100
140
20100109145716
144
2
146
20100109145719
147
8
152
20100109145722
150
14
158
20100109145725
153
20
164
20100109145729
156
26
170
20100109145732
159
32
176
20100109145735
162
38
182
20100109145738
165
44
188
20100109145741
168
50
194
20100109145744
171
56
200
20100109145747
174
62
104
20100109145750
177
68
110
20100109145753
181
76
118
20100109145756
184
82
124
20100109145759
187
88
130
20100109145802
190
94
136
20100109145805
193
100
142
20100109145809
196
2
148
20100109145812
199
8
154
20100109145815
50
14
160
20100109145818
53
20
166
20100109145821
56
26
172
20100109145824
59
32
178
20100109145827
62
38
184
20100109145830
66
46
192
20100109145833
69
52
198
20100109145836
72
58
102
20100109145839
75
64
108
20100109145842
78
70
114
20100109145846
81
76
120
20100109145849
84
82
126
20100109145852
87
88
132
20100109145855
90
94
138
20100109145858
93
100
144
20100109145901
96
2
150
20100109145904
99
8
156
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The trend lines of the tree values logged by station 1.

The saw tooth of TestWord_5 and TestWord_6 are growing with the same frequency but
covering different ranges of values. TestWord_4 is growing so slowly that the window of
the trend line is showing just one period.
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The results for Station 2:
Station 2 was configured to make a trending on all 6 values with a cycle time of 10
seconds.
The resulting CSV-file with the values in hexadecimal:
20100109145619;0;3e;0;10;0;68;0;56;0;5e;0;84;
20100109145629;0;52;0;38;0;a4;0;60;0;a;0;98;
20100109145639;0;67;0;62;0;4a;0;6b;0;20;0;ae;
20100109145650;0;7b;0;8a;0;86;0;75;0;34;0;c2;
20100109145700;0;90;0;1c;0;c5;0;7f;0;48;0;70;
20100109145710;0;a4;0;44;0;68;0;89;0;5c;0;84;
20100109145720;0;b9;0;6e;0;a7;0;94;0;a;0;9a;
20100109145731;0;4;0;96;0;4a;0;9e;0;1e;0;ae;
20100109145741;0;19;0;28;0;89;0;a8;0;32;0;c2;
20100109145751;0;2e;0;52;0;c8;0;b3;0;48;0;72;
20100109145801;0;42;0;7a;0;6b;0;bd;0;5c;0;86;
20100109145812;0;57;0;c;0;aa;0;c7;0;8;0;9a;
20100109145822;0;6b;0;34;0;4d;0;39;0;1c;0;ae;
20100109145832;0;80;0;5e;0;8c;0;44;0;32;0;c4;
20100109145842;0;94;0;86;0;c8;0;4e;0;46;0;72;
20100109145853;0;a9;0;18;0;6e;0;58;0;5a;0;86;
20100109145903;0;bd;0;40;0;aa;0;62;0;6;0;9a;

The file with its values converted into decimal values.
Time Stamp
TestWord_1 TestWord_2 TestWord_3 TestWord_4 TestWord_5 TestWord_6
20100109145619
62
16
104
86
94
132
20100109145629
82
56
164
96
10
152
20100109145639
103
98
74
107
32
174
20100109145650
123
138
134
117
52
194
20100109145700
144
28
197
127
72
112
20100109145710
164
68
104
137
92
132
20100109145720
185
110
167
148
10
154
20100109145731
4
150
74
158
30
174
20100109145741
25
40
137
168
50
194
20100109145751
46
82
200
179
72
114
20100109145801
66
122
107
189
92
134
20100109145812
87
12
170
199
8
154
20100109145822
107
52
77
57
28
174
20100109145832
128
94
140
68
50
196
20100109145842
148
134
200
78
70
114
20100109145853
169
24
110
88
90
134
20100109145903
189
64
170
98
6
154
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In this chart we can see that the cycle time was to big, the generated trend lines canʻt give
information over the period and range of all the values. But the trend lines of TestWord_1
and TestWord_6, the values with the slowest growing period can be clearly identified as
the same data as the ones recorded by station 0 and station 1.

These test shows that the developed trending application, the Data Logger, is working like
requested. The next phase would be introducing the application in real practice to find out
how stable this program is recording the shiftings of PLC process data during periods of
several month.
At this moment I can say that the Data Logger is really fulfilling my expectations.
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6.

Closing remarks

The exhibitions and the motivation to this work was to satisfy the demand of a trending tool
for historic process data in a PLC controlled process. The historic data should be
accessible from remote and the storage capacity enough for a trending period of some
month or years.
The result is an application that is fitted to a concrete equipment with the only requirement
that it is not bound to any license agreement.
But how open to other architectures is this program that is compiled with a toolchain set to
the Eurogard ServiceRouter and that is using CGI requests destined for a Saia-Burgress
PLC?
Till now this trending application is developed only for this mentioned devices. The
processes where this application will be introduced during a testing phase will be
controlled by those devices. After ensuring that the main algorithm is working correctly it
can be thought about extending this application to make this data logging working on other
PLCs for example such as a Siemens S7 PLC. The program is based on standardized
protocols like CGI, HTTP and internet sockets. This will simplify future improvements and
extension.
My personal reflexions on this work are that after finding a way through the jungle of
protocols and interfaces I was surprised, that devices and applications used in the industry
are so often based on open source software and standardized protocols. Never the less I
think that nowadays the trend is going more and more in this direction where user are free
to adjust and to modify all kind of software and applications to customize them to their own
requirements.
With reference to the trending and data storage application, I hope that it will have utility
and that it will improve the remote control of PLC controlled processes. Affording an
alternative to expensive and often limited commercial utilities.
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Appendix A
C code for a program that reads a configuration file
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.
46.
47.

#include <stdlib.h>
#include <stdio.h>
#include <string.h>
#define
#define
#define
#define

IP_LENGTH 16
DB_LENGTH 17
ADDR_LENGTH 89
STATION_ID 9-1

FILE *file;
int stationen, i;

int main (int argc, const char * argv[])
{
//definition of static Strings for CGI & HTTP protocoll
char s1[] = "GET cgi-bin/readVal.exe?PDP,,";
char s2[] = ",x";
char s3[] = " HTTP/1.1\r\nHost: ";
char s4[] = "\r\n\r\n";
//checks if there are agruments from command line
if (argc < 2)
{
printf("\n no arguments in command line");
exit(1);
}
//if argument from command line is "-f"
if (strcmp(argv[1],"-f") == 0)
{
//Streaming from file by opening file parameter.txt
if( (file = fopen("/Users/tiago/desktop/datenLogger/
parameter.txt","r")) == NULL)
{
printf("\n Error during opening file");
exit(1);
}
//scanns first line of file
fscanf(file, "%*s %2d", &stationen);
//Creating Array for allocation of file information (configuration
//parameters)
int stationIDArray[stationen];
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char ipAddrArray[stationen][IP_LENGTH];
char addrArray[stationen][ADDR_LENGTH];
int cycleArray[stationen];
//number of station define the number of repitations of for
for( i = 0; i < stationen; i++)
{
//Variable to use in for
int n = 0;

//GET STATION ID
//calls the function getStationID() and gets as return element
//the station ID as interger
int *stationID = (int*)getStationID();
//transfares the integer into the allocation Array
stationIDArray[i] = (int)stationID;

//GET IP-ADDRESS
//scans the IP Address out of the file as a pointer to the
//memory where file is allocatet
char ipAddr[IP_LENGTH];
fscanf(file, "%*s %15s", &ipAddr);
//coppies the String with the IP-Address char by char into the
//2-dimension allocation Array
for ( n = 0 ; n < IP_LENGTH ; n++)
{
ipAddrArray[i][n] = ipAddr[n];
}
n=0;

//GET CGI-HTTP PROTOCOL LINE
//scans the DB Address out of the file as a pointer to the
//memory where file is allocatet
char dbAddr[DB_LENGTH];
fscanf(file, "%*s %*s %17s",&dbAddr);
//concatenates the different string according to HTTP & CGI
//protocoll
char addr[sizeof(s1)+sizeof(s2)+sizeof(s3)+sizeof(s4)
+sizeof(ipAddr)+sizeof(dbAddr)];
strcpy(addr,s1);
strcat(addr,dbAddr);
strcat(addr,s2);
strcat(addr,s3);
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strcat(addr,ipAddr);
strcat(addr,s4);
//coppies the String with the HTTP/CGI Address char by char
//into the 2-dimension allocation Array
for ( n = 0 ; n < ADDR_LENGTH ; n++)
{
addrArray[i][n] = addr[n];
}
n = 0;

//GET CYCLE TIME
//calls the function getCycle() and gets as return element the
//cycle time of each station as interger
int *cycle = (int*)getCycle();
//transfares the integer into the allocation Array
cycleArray[i] = (int)cycle;
}
fclose(file);

//PRINTING OUT RESULTS
//Prints out the number of stations
printf("\nStatioenen: %i", stationen);
//Prints out the selected (STATION_ID) element of allocation
//array stationIDArray
printf("\nID Station: %i", stationIDArray[STATION_ID]);
//Prints out the selected row of allocation array ipAddrArray
char ipAddr1[IP_LENGTH];
int p = 0;
for ( p = 0 ; p < IP_LENGTH ; p++)
{
ipAddr1[p] = ipAddrArray[STATION_ID][p];
}
printf("\nIP Adresse Station:%s", ipAddr1);
//Prints out the selected row of allocation array addrArray
char addr1[ADDR_LENGTH];
p = 0;
for ( p = 0 ; p < ADDR_LENGTH ; p++)
{
addr1[p] = addrArray[STATION_ID][p];
}
printf("\nCGI&HTTP Adresse Station:%s", addr1);
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152.
153.
//Prints out the selected element of allocation array cycleArray
154.
printf("Zyklus: %i\n", cycleArray[STATION_ID]);
155.
156. }
157. return(0);
158.}
159.
160.
161.
162.//function gets the pointer to the integer value Station ID in the textfile
163.//and return a coppie of the value
164.int getStationID(void)
165.{
166. int stationID, *globalStationID;
167.
168. fscanf(file, "%*s %2d", &stationID);
169.
170. globalStationID = &stationID;
171.
172. return(*globalStationID);
173.}
174.
175.
176.
177.//function gets the pointer to the integer value Station ID in the textfile
178.//and return a coppie of the value
179.int getCycle(void)
180.{
181. int cycle, *globalCycle;
182.
183. fscanf(file, "%*s %6d", &cycle);
184.
185. globalCycle = &cycle;
186.
187. return(*globalCycle);
188.}

Output on screen after running the program:
Statioenen: 11
ID Station: 9
IP Adresse Station:192.168.155.108
CGI&HTTP Adresse Station:GET cgi-bin/
readVal.exe?PDP,,DB100.DBB100/7,x HTTP/1.1
Host: 192.168.155.108
Zyklus : 1
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Code Analysis
(18) - (21): The static part of the CGI request like the HTTP syntax will be defined as
strings. Later the program will add the information of the configuration-text-file to a valid
CGI request like the following example will illustrate:
"GET /cgi-bin/readVal.exe?PDP,,DB100.DBB100/7,x HTTP/1.1\r\nHost: 192.168.155.108\r
\n\r\n"
(25) - (28): Here I check wether there are minimum 2 arguments from command line. If
there arenʻt the program will stop.
(31): Checks if the second argument is equal to the string “-f“. The idea is later to include
the possibility to pass the instructions parameters of the program which are know in the
configuration-text-file as arguments of the command line: ./datalogger -f -o ...
(35): trying to open the file parameter.txt in: "/Users/tiago/desktop/datenLogger/
parameter.txt"

(43): Scanning first parameter in this file. The program ignores the first string and the next
element after a space will be interpreted like an integer and stored in the variable
“stationen“. In this case stationen is equal 11 it determines the number of all stations that
has data to be logged on the router and at the same time it determines the size of all
allocation arrays.
(47) - (50): Creating the allocation arrays. The array for the Station ID and the Cycle have
one dimension and IP and the data Addresses are stored in two dimensional arrays. The
reason therefor is that the Station ID and Cycle Time will be stored as an integer. In C an
integer has always the size of 4 bytes. So the array will be a vector where all elements are
4 bytes big. In the case of the IP Address and the Data Address every character will be
stored as single array element of 1 byte. The next example shows how the IP Address of
the 9th station (Output on screen above) will be stored:
!
!
ipAddrArray[8][0] = “1“;
!
ipAddrArray[8][1] = “9“;
!
ipAddrArray[8][2] = “2“;
!
ipAddrArray[8][3] = “.“;
!
...
!
...
!
...
!
ipAddrArray[8][15] = “8“;
!
ipAddrArray[8][16] = “\0“;
The last position of the line contains the NULL sign that indicates the end of the String.
(63): The function getStationID() returns a copy of a pointer therefor I must make a cast to
an ingeger (int*).
(66): copping the value of that pointer to the stationIDArray.
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(116) & (119): I do the same for the cycle-time.
(74): Here I get a pointer to the string of the IP Address at the file.
(78) - (81): Copying the IP Address (15 characters + ʻ/0ʻ) char by char to the two
dimensional array.
(90): A pointer to the address of the data block is returned.
(96) - (101): Connection the strings of line 18-21, the Address of the Data Block and the IP
Address to the CGI request line.
(105) -(108): Copying the new string into the two dimensional array.
(123): Closing the file.
(129) - (154): In this part the results for one station can be printed out on screen. In the
grey box below the program code I shown the results when running the program with a
configuration-text-file for 11 stations and printing out the stored information of station
number 9.

Appendix B
C code for a program in charge of the data storage in different text files
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.

#include
#include
#include
#include

<stdio.h>
<stdlib.h>
<time.h>
<string.h>

#define DATE_TIME 15 //yyyymmddhhmmss\0
#define DATE 9 //yyyymmdd\0
int main (int argc, const char * argv[])
{
//pointer to the struct tm where the time_t elements are stored
struct tm *ptr;
//getting a time_t object
time_t now = time(&now);
char buffer1[DATE_TIME], buffer2[DATE], path[] = {"/Users/tiago/desktop/"},
type[] = {".txt"};
FILE *file;
char filename[sizeof(path) +sizeof(type) +DATE];
//pointer at local time
ptr = localtime(&now);
//getting the local time as string and following format yyyymmddhhmmss
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25. strftime( buffer1, DATE_TIME, "%Y%m%d%H%M%S", ptr);
26. //getting the actual date yyyymmdd for the output filename
27. strftime( buffer2, DATE, "%Y%m%d", ptr);
28.
29. //connecting together the path, the date and file ending
30. strcpy( filename, path);
31. strcat( filename, buffer2);
32. strcat( filename, type);
33.
34. //opening the file, if it doesn't exist it will be created
35. //if it exists a new line will be added in to the file
36. //this way every day a new file will be created
37. if( (file = fopen( filename, "a") ) == NULL)
38. {
39.
printf("\nWriting data failed");
40.
exit(1);
41. }
42.
43. //formated printing into the file
44. fprintf( file, "\n%s", buffer1);
45.
46. close(file);
47.
48.
return 0;
49. }

Code Analysis
(12): Creating pointer to a tm struct element. The tm struct contains the time parameters.
(14): And getting a time_t element “now“.
(16): I need two buffer one for the time stamp and one for the date of the day for the file
name. Than I also need the path where the files are going to be saved and the file
extension “.txt“.
(22): Sets the tm pointer on the local time.
(25) & (27): strftime() converts the time struct to a string in a specified format and store it
into a buffer.
(30) - (32): Connects the path, the date stored in the buffer2 and the file extension to a one
string: “filenname“.
(37): Opening an existing file in case that in the specified folder is one with the same name
as “filename“. If there is no file with the filename then a new one will be created with.
(44): Prints the time-stamp stored as a string in the buffer1 into the file.
(46): Closes the file.
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Appendix C
C code of the PLC data logging program
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.
16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.
39.
40.
41.
42.
43.
44.
45.

#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#include
#define
#define
#define
#define
#define

<stdlib.h>
<stdio.h>
<string.h>
<netinet/in.h>
<arpa/inet.h>
<unistd.h>
<time.h>
<sys/types.h>
<sys/socket.h>
IP_LENGTH 16 //15 +'\0'
DB_LENGTH 17 //16 +'\0'
ADDR_LENGTH 89 //16+17+size(s1)+size(s2)+size(s3)+size(s4)
DATE_TIME 15 //yyyymmddhhmmss\0
DATE 9 //yyyymmdd\0

//global variable
FILE *file;
int stationen, i, sock, connection;
struct sockaddr_in socketAddr;
//functions
int getStationID(void);
int getCycle(void);
int minVal(int array[], int arrayCycle[], int rep);
void receiveData(int s, int c);

int main (int argc, const char * argv[])
{
//definition of static Strings for CGI & HTTP protocoll
char s1[] = "GET cgi-bin/readVal.exe?PDP,,";
char s2[] = ",x";
char s3[] = " HTTP/1.1\r\nHost: ";
char s4[] = "\r\n\r\n";

//checks if there are agruments from command line
if (argc < 2)
{
printf("\n no arguments in command line");
exit(1);
}
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//if argument from command line is "-f"
if (strcmp(argv[1],"-f") == 0)
{
//Streaming from file by opening file parameter.txt
if( (file = fopen("/tmp/config.txt","r")) == NULL)
{
printf("\n Error during opening file");
exit(1);
}

//scanns first line of file
fscanf(file, "%*s %2d", &stationen);
//Creating Array for allocation of file information
//(configuration parameters)
int stationIDArray[stationen];
char ipAddrArray[stationen][IP_LENGTH];
char addrArray[stationen][ADDR_LENGTH];
int cycleArray[stationen];
//number of station define the number of repitations of for
for( i = 0; i < stationen; i++)
{
//GET STATION ID
//calls the function getStationID() and gets as return element
//the station ID as interger
int *stationID = (int*)getStationID();
//transfares the integer into the allocation Array
stationIDArray[i] = (int)stationID;

//GET IP-ADDRESS
//scans the IP Address out of the file as a pointer to the
//memory where file is allocatet
char ipAddr[IP_LENGTH];
fscanf( file, "%*s %15s", &ipAddr);
//coppies the String with the IP-Address char by char into
//the 2-dimension allocation Array
int n;
for ( n = 0 ; n < IP_LENGTH ; n++)
{
ipAddrArray[i][n] = ipAddr[n];
}

//GET CGI-HTTP PROTOCOL LINE
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//scans the DB Address out of the file as a pointer to the
//memory where file is allocatet
char dbAddr[DB_LENGTH];
fscanf(file, "%*s %*s %17s",&dbAddr);
//concatenates the different string according to HTTP & CGI
//protocoll
char addr[sizeof(s1)+sizeof(s2)+sizeof(s3)
+sizeof(s4)+sizeof(ipAddr)+sizeof(dbAddr)];
strcpy(addr,s1);
strcat(addr,dbAddr);
strcat(addr,s2);
strcat(addr,s3);
strcat(addr,ipAddr);
strcat(addr,s4);
//coppies the String with the HTTP/CGI Address char by char
//into the 2-dimension allocation Array
for ( n = 0 ; n < ADDR_LENGTH ; n++)
{
addrArray[i][n] = addr[n];
}

//GET CYCLE TIME
//calls the function getCycle() and gets as return element
//the cycle time of each station as interger
int *cycle = (int*)getCycle();
//transfares the integer into the allocation Array
cycleArray[i] = (int)cycle;

}
fclose(file);

//DATA LOGGER
int sleepArray[stationen], min, count;
//copying initialization values to sleeping array
for ( count = 0 ; count < stationen; count++)
{
sleepArray[count] = cycleArray[count];
}
//displays number of stations
printf("\nNumber of Stations: %i", stationen);
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//here the condistion must be an external system condition
//telling the program start or stop
while (1)
{

// sleeping and logging scheduler
for ( count = 0 ; count < stationen; count++)
{
//if remaining sleeping time is zero the station
//has to log its data
if ( sleepArray[count] == 0 )
{
//getting ip address from allocation array
int n;
char ipAddrStation[IP_LENGTH];
for ( n = 0 ; n < IP_LENGTH ; n++)
{
ipAddrStation[n] = ipAddrArray[count][n];
}
//opening socket
if( (sock = socket(AF_INET,SOCK_STREAM,0) ) == -1)
{
printf("Socket creation failed");
exit(1);
}
//socket parameters for connection
socketAddr.sin_addr.s_addr
= inet_addr(ipAddrStation);
socketAddr.sin_port = htons(80);
socketAddr.sin_family = AF_INET;
//connecting to socket
if( (connection = connect(sock, (struct sockaddr*)
&socketAddr, sizeof(socketAddr) ) ) == -1)
{
printf("Connection faild");
exit(1);
}
//getting address name for CGI over HTTP call
char addrStation[ADDR_LENGTH];
for ( n = 0 ; n < ADDR_LENGTH ; n++)
{
addrStation[n] = addrArray[count][n];
}
//sending addres name for CGI over HTTP
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202.
if( (send(sock,addrStation,strlen(addrStation),
203.
0) ) == -1 )
204.
{
205.
printf("Sending request faild");
206.
exit(1);
207.
}
208.
209.
//receive function, receives data and writes
210.
//them to a file
211.
receiveData(sock,count);
212.
213.
//displays a data loging action
214.
printf("\nLogging Station: %i",count);
215.
216.
//closing the socket
217.
close(sock);
218.
219.
//if one station had access to the Logger
220.
//the sleeping time of this station has to be
221.
//reinitialized
222.
sleepArray[count] = cycleArray[count];
223.
224.
}
225.
226.
227.
}
228.
229.
230.
//the function minVal returns the smalest member
231.
//of an ingeger array
232.
min = minVal(sleepArray,cycleArray,stationen);
233.
234.
//deallocation of CPU resources
235.
sleep(min);
236.
237.
//discounting the sleeped time from stationSleeping array
238.
for ( count = 0; count < stationen ; count++)
239.
{
240.
sleepArray[count] = sleepArray[count] - min;
241.
}
242.
243.
244.
}
245.
246.
247.
}
248.
249. return(0);
250.}
251. //function gets the pointer to the integer value Station ID
252. //in the textfile and return a coppie of the value
253. int getStationID(void)
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254. {
255.
int stationID, *globalStationID;
256.
257.
fscanf(file, "%*s %2d", &stationID);
258.
259.
globalStationID = &stationID;
260.
261.
return(*globalStationID);
262. }
263.
264.
265. //function gets the pointer to the integer value Station ID
266. //in the textfile and return a coppie of the value
267. int getCycle(void)
268. {
269.
int cycle, *globalCycle;
270.
271.
fscanf(file, "%*s %6d", &cycle);
272.
273.
globalCycle = &cycle;
274.
275.
return(*globalCycle);
276.}
277.
278.
279.
280. //retruns the smalest member of an array
281. //int arrayCycle[] is for taking an intial value
282. //int rep is the number of repetitions = size of array = number stations
283. int minVal(int array[], int arrayCycle[], int rep)
284.{
285.
int count, min = arrayCycle[0];
286.
287.
for( count = 0; count < rep; count++)
288.
{
289.
if ( array[count] < min)
290.
{
291.
min = array[count];
292.
}
293.
}
294.
295.
return min;
296. }
297.
298.
299.
300.
301.//receiving and storing the data
302. void receiveData(int s, int c)
303. {
304.
305.
//pointer to the struct tm where the time_t elements are stored
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struct tm *ptr;
//getting a time_t object
time_t now = time(&now);
//[2] permits 0-99 stations
char stationID[2];
//converts the integer "count" of main function in string
int sizeStationID = sprintf(stationID,"%d",c);
//decleration/initialisation of buffers and strings for output file
char buffer1[DATE_TIME], buffer2[DATE], path[] = {"/tmp/"}, station[] =
{"_stationid_"}, type[] = {".txt"};
FILE *fileOut;
char filename[sizeof(path) +sizeof(type) +sizeof(station)
+sizeStationID +DATE];
//pointer at local time
ptr = localtime(&now);
//getting
strftime(
//getting
strftime(

the local time as string and following format yyyymmddhhmmss
buffer1, DATE_TIME, "%Y%m%d%H%M%S", ptr);
the actual date yyyymmdd for the output filename
buffer2, DATE, "%Y%m%d", ptr);

//connecting together the path, the date and file ending
strcpy( filename, path);
strcat( filename, buffer2);
strcat( filename, station);
strcat( filename, stationID);
strcat( filename, type);

//123 is the size of HTTP +(TCP/IP) headder
int n = 123;

//buffer for receiving data
char buffer[1024];

// bytes is the number of received bytes if it is -1 recv() failed
int bytes;
bytes = recv(s,buffer,sizeof(buffer)-1,0);
if(bytes == -1)
{
printf("\nFailed receiving incoming data\n");
exit(1);
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}

//very important to insert a NULL string after the received data
//otherway some not overwritten data of the ethernet stack or some
//garbage will be stored in the after the data
buffer[bytes] = '\0';

//opening the output file
if( (fileOut = fopen(filename,"a") ) == NULL)
{
printf("\nWriting data failed");
exit(1);
}

//copys the data of the buffer without headder
//information into the daten array
char daten[bytes];
for( n; n <= bytes ; n++)
{
daten[n-123] = buffer[n];
}

//printing in to the output file
fprintf( fileOut, "\n%s", buffer1);
fprintf( fileOut, "\n%s", daten);
//closing the file
fclose (fileOut);

Code Analysis
(1) - (9): Used headers. At the moment I use a new function I will mention the
corresponding header.
(11): Definition of maximum IP-Address length. i.e.: “192.168.155.100\0“ the last character
is the Null-Sign ʻ\0ʻ it seems to be two characters but in C it is interpreted as only one and
marks the end of a string. Therefor the maximum length of an IP address is 16 bytes.
(12): Definition of maximum length of a data block address and data length. i.e.:
“DB100.DBB120/300\0“ in the example the logged data are stored in data block 100, the
first byte will by byte 120 and than the next 300 bytes. ʻ\0ʻ marks again the end of the
string.
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(13): Definition of maximum length of the CGI command line. It is the sum of the string
length of the IP-Address, the Data Block Address, and the following strings: "GET cgi-bin/
readVal.exe?PDP,,",",x"," HTTP/1.1\r\nHost: ","\r\n\r\n".

(14): Definition of the time-stamp length, it has always the same size:
yyyymmddhhmmss\0
(15): The part of the time-stamp that is used in the file name.
(18): Declaration of the File-object for the configuration-text-file.
(19): Declaration of global integer variables.
(20): Declaration of struct element sockaddr_in. In this struct all the socket information will
be stored, such as IP-Address, port number, etc.
(23) - (26): Declaration of functions. I will explain each function at the point that they are
used in the program.
(30) - (250): Main.
(34) - (37): Here the static parts of the CGI command line is defined, including the part of
the HTTP protocol.
(41) - (45): If the program was started without any arguments it will stop here. Under a unix
command shell arguments are passed like this: ./datalogger argument0 argument1
argument2 ...
(49): Comparing the second argument with a the string “-f“ by using the function strcmp()
of library string.h. If the returned integer is zero, it means the compared strings are equal,
the data logger will start. I have still not made any else, the idea is have the opportunity to
pass the program parameters as arguments from other application to the program. I will
think about this if the program gets a commercial use.
(52) - (56): Trying to open the configuration-text-file “tmp/config.txt“ with the function fopen
() of the studio.h library. If the file doesnʻt exist or any other error happens during opening
the file the program exits with an error message.
(60): I used the function fscanf() also of studio.h to extract the program parameters from
the configuration-text-file. fscanf() is a function for formated file reading. This means that in
case of knowing the structure of the text file it is easy to extract some pointed information
out of it. In the case of the configuration-text-file the format is fixed so by using fscanf() it
will be easy to extract the information. The parameters of fscanf() are: file, "%*s %2d",
&stationen:
1. File is a pointer to the reading file.
2. The second parameter is the string that determines the reading format, fscanf()
reads strings from blank to blank and the ʻ%ʻ character declares the type. For string
it would be %s. An integer %i or %d and a string of maximum two characters by
%2d. That means the maximum value of the read integer will be ʻ99ʻ. A ʻ*ʻ between
the ʻ%ʻ and the type identifier will get to ignore that string.
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3. At last the pointed memory address of the read string, in this case converted to an
integer.
!
So by fscanf(file, "%*s %2d", &stationen) we start to read at the first line of the file. We
ignore the first string and than the second string will be converted into an integer and
copied to the the variable stationen. Now we know the number of stations that will use the
Logger.
(64): stationIDArray[] will contain the identification numbers of each station as integer.
(65): ipAddrArry[][] will contain the IP-Address of each station. It is a two dimensional array
of so much lines like number of stations (stationen) and every row of 16 bytes.
(66): addrArray[][] will contain the CGI command line. It is also two dimensional. Number of
lines like the number of stations and every row is 89 bytes long.
(67): cycleArray[] will contain the cycle time of each station in seconds and as integer.
(70) - (131): This part of the program will iterate so often like the number of stations
(stationen) in this part the instruction parameters of configuration-text-file will be extracted
and copied to their dedicated arrays (64) - (67).
(76): getStationID() returns a copied pointer. By making a cast (*int) I tell the program what
type is the stored in the pointed address. In this case it is an integer.
(79): Copying the integer to the stationIDArray[].
(86): Like I told before fscanf() reads from blank to blank, so if we donʻt close the file the
pointer of fscanf() will move so much strings forward as we specify in the format parameter
and stay there till fscanf() is called next time. So at this point the program extract the IPAddress of each station.
(91) - (94): By this for the IP addresses are copied to the array ipAddrArray[][].
(101): Here the pointer of fscanf() goes on and reads the data address. It ignores two
strings till it extract one: i.e.: “Data Address: DB100.DBB20/10“ ignoring “Data“ and
“Address“ and extracting „DB100.DBB20/10“.
(105): Creating an array addr[] with the exact length of the string it will contain.
(107): The function strcpy() of string.h copies one string to another. In this case the string
s1={"GET cgi-bin/readVal.exe?PDP,,"} to the beginning of the array addr[].
(108) - (112): The function strcat() also of string.h will connect a string to another one. So I
connect the data address, ",x", " HTTP/1.1\r\nHost: ", the IP-Address and"\r\n\r\n" to one
single string: i.e.: “GET cgi-bin/readVal.exe?PDP,,DB100.DBB20/10,x HTTP/1.1\r\nHost:
192.168.155.100\r\n\r\n“. The length of this string can variate yet the length of the data
address and the IP-Address can variate.
(116) - (119): Copying the addr[] string to one line of addrArray[][].
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(125): The same way like getStationID() getCycle() returns an integer with the cycle time of
each station.
(128): Copying the cycle time to cycleArray[].
(133): Closing the file. At this point all the relevant information of the configuration-text-file
should be scanned from the file and stored into the corresponding arrays.
(142) - (145): Initializing the array that will contain the remaining sleeping times of each
station. The initial values are the cycle times of the stations.
(153) - (244): This loop is the basic data logger. During the rest of the programs running
period everything is happening in this loop.
(158) - (227): This for iterates “number of stations“ times. In every iteration the program
checks if the remaining sleeping time of any station is equal to zero and than this station
take access to the logger.
(163): Checking wether sleeping time is equal zero.
(169) - (172): Copying the IP-Address of the corresponding station that can take access to
the logger to a new array ipAddrStation[].
(175): Trying to open a socket by using the function socket() of sys/socket.h all used
functions of sys/socket.h I explained a few pages before.
(182) - (185): Initializing the struct elements of the socketAddr struct with the IP-Address of
the station that take the access to the logger, the port (80) and the connection mode.
(188): Trying to open a connection to the station.
(197) - (200): Copying the CGI request line for the logging station to a new array
addrStation[].
(201): Trying to send the CGI request to the station. The CGI request is bind in a HTTP
protocol syntax. send() is occupying of everything above the HTTP protocol, like TCP/IP
etc..
(211): receiveData(sock,count) this function is in charge of receiving the data and printing
them in a determined format into different files. It is one of the most important functions of
this program later I will explain it step by step.
(217): After receiving the data it is very important to close the socket.
(222): At this point the remaining sleeping time of the sleepArray[] must be reinitialized
from zero to the station cycle time.
(232): Now it is necessary to find out witch is the station that remains with the smallest
sleeping time. I made the function minVal() it returns the smallest member of the
sleepingArray[] as integer.
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(235): The function sleep(min) pauses the application for min seconds and free the CPU
resources for other applications.
(238) - (241): The slept time will be discounted from the remaining sleeping time of each
station.
(250): End of main().
(253) - (252): getStationID() scans the Station-ID out of the configuration-text-file and
returns its address.
(255): Creating an integer and a pointer to an integer.
(257): Scanning the file and copying it to the created integer.
(259): Assigns the integer to the pointer.
(267) - (276): getCycle() scans the cycle time out of the configuration-text-file. It has the
same functionality as getStationID().
(283) - (296): int minVal(int array[], int arrayCycle[], int rep) returns the smallest member of
the integer array that is passed by the first parameter. The second parameter is another
array where it is necessary that the first element is an integer with its value equal or bigger
than the smallest cycle time of all stations. The array that contains the cycle times
complies with this conditions. The last parameter is an integer that defines the number of
array elements that should be part of the comparison that is made to find out who is the
smallest member.
(285): min will be initialized to the first member of the arrayCycle.
(287) - (293): The algorithm compares every member of the array to the min variable. If
any member is smaller, than the min variable will take this smaller value.
(295): The smallest integer will be returned.
(302) - (391): void receiveData(int s, int c) this function gets as parameters the socket ʻsʻ in
form of an integer and ʻcʻ also an integer that identifies the station.
(306): Creating a pointer of tm struct. tm is a stuct where time_t elements returned by time
() of time.h can be stored.
(309): Assigning the time_t to time element.
(314): Creating a string from the integer that identifies the station. I also could take it from
the stationIDArray[] . To create the string I am using the function springf() of studio.h. This
function works the same way as printf().
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(317): Creating and initializing all necessary strings.
(320): A pointer to the output file.
(322): A string with the exact length of the file name.
(326): Assigning the pointer of tm to the local time. The function localtime() from time.h
assigns a pointer to the actual system time.
(329): strftime() also of time.h copies the time of a pointer to a string buffer1. DATE_TIME
specifies the length and "%Y%m%d%H%M%S" the format.
(331): the same for buffer2.
(335) - (339): Connecting the different strings to one continuous. To build the file name.
(343): The integer n with the value ʻ123ʻ is necessary to cut the header of the incoming
data packages. This header is 123 bytes long.
(347): The buffer for the incoming data. 1024 bytes seems to be a convenient size for this
application.
(353): The function recv() of sys/socket.h receives the network data. Actually it only looks
what stands in the TCP/IP stack. Therefor it is advisably to use this function with caution,
the data that stands in the TCP/IP stack are not alway the actual received incoming data.
recv() returns the number of read data in bytes. If the returned value is -1 an error
occurred.
(364): This point is very important. In C the end of a string is market by the null sign ʻ\0ʻ.
The data that I receive donʻt comes with this null characters. So writing them like they
come in my buffer will conduct me to the next problem: We know that our system only
remembers the first address of the memory stack where the “buffers“ -data are stored. In
the moment we want to read them or processing them the system donʻt know where the
data ends. Therefore I must mark the end of the incoming data with the null character.
(368): Trying to open the output file. The first parameter of fopen(filname,“a“) is a string
that represents the filename. The second parameter defines the mode of how opening the
file. I explained the different modes in paragraph 4.2.4.. In this case it is “a“ what means
that if the file with the specified filename doesnʻt exist it will be created. The filename will
change every day, yet part of it is the actual date (year, month, day). There also will be
created one single file for every station, yet the Station-ID is also part of the filename.
(378) - (381): Here I copy the data to another buffer without the header field.
(385): Printing the time-stamp into the output file. Therefor I use the function fprintf() of
studio.h it prints the data according to the specified format to the file.
(386): Printing the data into the next line of the output file.
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(389): Closing the output file.

Appendix D
Image of the PCD3.M5547
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Appendix E
Image of the ServiceRouter
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